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FX Daily: Perfect storm drives dollar
stronger still
The dollar continues its relentless grind higher, buoyed by factors like
the repricing of the long-term Fed funds rate, high oil prices, and
concerns over the direction of travel for both the European and
Chinese economies. In theory, the prospect of a US government
shutdown should be a mild $ negative - but it will probably take more
to turn this trend

The relative strength in
US activity indicators
has kept the dollar in
demand over the past
few weeks

USD: The low-polnt in the next Fed easing cycle is priced at
4.3%

The dollar remains very well bid and has rallied around 7% from its low point in mid-July.
Corrections have been few and far between - largely because of a confluence of factors. At the
heart of it is strong US growth and a Federal Reserve that is showing no signs of letting up its
hawkish rhetoric. And increasingly, the market is building the view that the next Fed easing cycle -
whenever it comes - will not be the kind of 300-400bp affair we have been used to over prior
decades. This has lifted the market pricing of the low point for the next Fed easing cycle - priced in
around three years - to 4.29%. This was just at 3.99% last Friday and around 3% in the spring. This
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has been a key factor driving long-end US rates higher. 5.00% on the US 10-year Treasury yield is
the bias from our rates strategy team.

At the same time, higher crude oil prices, as Saudi supply cuts keep the market in deficit, are
driving a renewed wedge between the 'haves' - the US - and the 'have nots' - Europe and Asia. Our
commodities team sees the risk that Brent crude briefly spikes above $100/bbl.  

Add in developments in Europe and China, and one can see why the high-yielding dollar remains in
demand. For Europe, we would highlight two new euro negatives this week - Italy pushing the
budget boundaries and some European Central Bank officials discussing large rises in Minimum
Required Reserves. And in China, the news out of the property sector remains bleak.

We have been saying for a while that a softening in US activity data is required to turn the dollar
around. But because of the poor investment outlook overseas, that bar for poor US activity data is
now higher. On that subject, today sees the weekly jobless claims. These have been really robust.
We also see the 3Q23 PCE deflator.

In theory, a US government shutdown should be slightly dollar-negative in that it provides a hit to
activity and not to US creditworthiness. But it is going to take a lot to turn the dollar and it could
well stay bid into mid-October when US corporates in California need to pay their taxes. DXY looks
like it can grind to 107.00/107.20 and perhaps the biggest threat to the dollar is the Bank of Japan
selling $20-30bn near 150 in USD/JPY as Japanese officials watch FX 'with a strong sense of
urgency'.

Chris Turner

EUR: Some new negatives
EUR/USD near 1.05 would suggest that a lot of confidence has been lost in the euro. Yet the
European Central Bank's trade-weighted euro is just 2.5% off its July highs. We can probably all
agree that the dominant trend is a strong dollar. However, two developments this week warn that
the euro may be due some independent weakness. The first is the suggestion from some ECB
officials that Minimum Required Reserves for European banks need to be raised - perhaps
substantially. Our banking specialists in research feel that such a move would hit banking liquidity
at a crucial juncture and no doubt weigh further on already soft bank lending. We think an MRR
hike would be a clear euro negative. 

Additionally, another emerging story this week is the Italian BTP- German Bund 10-year spread
widening out to 200bp as the Italian government announces looser fiscal policy. This will put the
issue of the return of Maastricht fiscal criteria back in the spotlight for early next year and will be a
factor worth assessing for whether it puts a renewed risk premium back into the euro.

Based on the above, there seems no reason to fight this bearish EUR/USD trend just yet. But for
today, keep a look out for German and Spanish inflation - in case it builds momentum for one last
ECB hike. If not, expect EUR/USD to continue drifting to the 1.0400/0410 area.

Elsewhere, the Czech National Bank (CNB) has laid out its strategy for its forthcoming easing cycle
- a cycle we expect to start in November. 

Chris Turner 
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GBP: Caught in the crossfire
Like the euro, sterling has probably been caught in the crossfire of position adjustment.
Speculators had been trying to hold onto long euro and sterling positions through the spring,
despite the strengthening dollar. Presumably, these positions have now been cut. Like EUR/USD,
GBP/USD remains vulnerable to the 1.20/21 area.

Chris Turner

MXN: September correction continues
High US interest rates are proving a headwind to emerging currencies worldwide - even to the
mighty Mexican peso. In addition, the peso this month is facing the unwind of Banxico's FX
intervention book - a front-loaded exercise that we felt could weigh on the peso this month and
perhaps into October, too. With the dollar set to stay strong for the next few weeks, USD/MXN
could head up to the 200-day moving average at 17.85 or even briefly trade above 18. However,
we like the peso multi-quarter and expect good peso buying interest should USD/MXN trade over
18.

Today also sees Banxico announce its latest monetary policy decision. No one expects a change in
the 11.25% policy rate. And with US rates so high, it seems too early for Banxico to start
entertaining speculation of an easing cycle. This month, the market has priced out 125bp of
Banxico easing over the next two years. However, the market still has 200bp of easing priced in. A
little more could be taken out of market pricing for the easing cycle today - but not much.

Chris Turner  
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